From: Josh Oratz

SOLUTION: Parallel Cinema
Each description is of an altered movie title relating to time travel. Figuring out the altered titles and taking the
changed letters gives the phrase LEX LUTHOR’S MIDDLE NAME, which is JOSEPH.
Clues and Answers:
Max Walker goes back in time to stop his roommate from making money off the U.S. citrus market.
LIMECOP (T  L)
In Arnold’s most famous role, he shouts “I’ll be back after fumigating this house!”
THE EXTERMINATOR (_-EX)
In the long-awaited continuation of this series, Agent J and Agent K must track down an escaped criminal bent
on stealing a measure of visible light.
LUMEN IN BLACK (_-LU)
Reggie and Jake travel back in time to try and prevent Thanksgiving, but mistakenly end up preventing Arbor
Day instead
TREE BIRDS (F  T)
Marty McFly breaks into the mainframe and accidentally meets his parents in the past.
HACK TO THE FUTURE (B  H)
Wolverine travels back in time to save the world, aided by a group of superheroes who only like one true and
one false value.
X-OR MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST (_-OR)
Aaron and Abe accidentally create a device that’s capable of looping between two numbers, both of which are
non-composite.
PRIMES (R  S)
Bill Murray stars in this film where he relives the same event over and over again after it’s been moved forward
three months.
GROUNDHOG MAY (D  M)
Meg Ryan and Hugh Jackman star in this rom-com where Jackman falls forward in time and flies a colorful
winged craft on the beach.
KITE & LEOPOLD (A  I)
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Michael Raynor travels through a wormhole to the past, where he must stop the assassination of his mother, all
while carrying a steering device.
TIME RUDDER (NN  DD)
Clark Kent spins around the Earth to turn back time, becoming rather gaunt in the process.
SUPERLEAN (M  LE)
A teenager in Middlesex, Virginia meets a giant rabbit, who keeps urging him to mend socks.
DONNIE DARN (KO  N)
Ted “Theodore” Logan travels with his spherical and sporty best friend to kidnap famous historical characters
for use in a history presentation.
BALL AND TED’S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE (I  A)
Guy Pearce stars in this sci-fi film in which he repeatedly travels forward in time, using a device he invented
which spits out stock images of Shiba Inus and a guy named Brian along with formulaic joke text.
THE MEME MACHINE (TI  ME)

JOSEPH
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